100 FASCINATING FACTS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE RETURN OF JESUS
By Lou Comunale
The following are basic, rock-solid truths based on the Holy Scriptures that will help the church
better understand the prophecies of the end times. Use these facts to base your bible study on.
1. The biblical end times, where all the prophesied events will be
fulfilled, is only a period of seven years.
2. Daniel’s 70 Week Prophecy has only one week (ie, seven years) left to
be fulfilled.
3. Contrary to popular belief, Jesus cannot return at any time. Even
Jesus must comply with the written word of God for end time events.
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4. The thief in the night analogy has nothing to do with Jesus’ so-called
imminent return. It actually refers to the non-readiness of the
lukewarm Christian and the unbeliever.
5. The United States will not be in a position of power or influence to
stop the rise of Antichrist.
6. The Apostle Paul promises in 2 Thessalonians 2 that two things MUST
occur before Christ can return: the falling away of the Saints and the
appearance of the Antichrist.
7. These Saints fall away due to lack of faith and commitment to the
Lord. But is it possible that many who fall away have erroneously
believed that they would be taken away in a pre-tribulation rapture
before the Antichrist appeared?
8. There is a way of escape for God’s people, but it’s not the pretribulation rapture.
9. Once the rapture occurs, there are no more Christians or Saints left
on the earth – period.
10.
Once the rapture occurs, there is no more opportunity for
salvation from those on the earth.
11.
Once the rapture occurs, God’s wrath will be poured out upon
the earth.
12.
The rapture will not be done in secret; every eye shall see it.
13.
Every false rapture date which came and went and failed were
by definition a pre-tribulation rapture date – thereby giving pre-trib
rapture date setting a 100% failure rate.
14.
If the Holy Spirit is taken away from the earth, along with the
church in a pre-trib rapture, as pre-trib rapture teachers say, then how
could the pre-tribulation saints, as pre-tribbers call them, carry the
Holy Spirit at all? And, how can the Two Witnesses move in the
power of the Holy Spirit if the Holy Spirit has been taken away from
the earth?
15.
The Great Tribulation and the Day of the Lord are not the same
thing.
16.
Pre-tribbers do not know the difference between the Day of
the Lord and the Great Tribulation, which is why they misunderstand
the timing of the rapture.
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17.
Jesus returns on the Day of the Lord.
18.
Jesus is only coming back once – not twice.
19.
There will only be one rapture for the church body – not two.
20.
There will only be one resurrection for the church body – not
two.
21.
Every scripture offered as proof of a pre-trib rapture is twisted
and manipulated.
22.
No one who reads the Bible cover to cover without input from
pre-trib teachers or commentary ever comes away believing in a pretrib rapture.
23.
Pre-trib teachers say that the church is not mentioned in
Revelation after chapter four, thereby concluding that the church was
raptured before then. But a better understanding is that the church
goes underground as the Antichrist amasses his power and rule.
24.
The last four churches of Revelation (Thyatira, Sardis,
Philadelphia, Laodicea) are each on the earth during the Great
Tribulation.
25.
Early church fathers, from Justin Martyr (100-168) to Irenaeus
(140-200) to Hippolytus (160-240) to the Pastor of Hermes (40-140)
all believed that the church would still be on the earth during the
Great Tribulation.
26.
The origin of the pre-trib rapture is only about 100 years old.
When Cyrus Scofield included John Nelson Darby’s erroneous pretrib doctrine into his Scofield Reference Bible in 1909 and when that
book became a bestselling bible, it set the stage for mass acceptance
of the doctrine from teachers, missionaries, pastors, all of whom
learned it at their seminaries and bible colleges.
27.
It’s not the Holy Spirit, it’s not the Church, but it’s Michael the
Archangel who restrains the appearance of the Antichrist.
28.
Jesus was not referring to the rebirth of Modern Israel when He
spoke about the fig tree sprouting out.
29.
When Jesus said that this generation will not pass till all these
things are fulfilled, He was referring to the generation that sees the
Seven Seals being opened up and fulfilled (which lasts only seven
years).
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30.
Not asteroids, not four blood moons, not Revelation 12
astrological sign in the sky, these are not true signs of the last seven
years.
31.
The ONLY sign of the beginning of the end times is the
appearance of the Antichrist affirming a covenant to reinstitute
temple worship in Jerusalem.
32.
The time of Jacob’s troubles occurs during the Great Tribulation
and will affect the lost tribes of Israel still on the earth today.
33.
The time of Jacob’s troubles will affect the United States and
Great Britain and other Western nations.
34.
The ONLY sign of the beginning of the Great Tribulation is
when the Antichrist enters the temple in Jerusalem declaring that he
is god.
35.
There is no truth to the idea that the Antichrist endears himself
to modern Israel with a seven-year peace treaty.
36.
Never try to interpret or corroborate the Holy Scriptures by
seeing how other religious works, like the Koran, interpret the end
times. Do not create a Chrislamization of eschatology.
37.
Jesus reveals the meaning of the Seven Seals, both in Revelation
and in the Olivet Prophecy.
38.
The entire period of Daniel’s last seven years is not called the
tribulation period in scripture. Jesus calls the first 3 ½ years the
beginning of sorrows. Jesus calls the last 3 ½ years the Great

Tribulation.

39.
The Seven Seals are totally fulfilled within Daniel’s last week of
seven years.
40.
The Seven Seals are opened in a chronologic order. They cannot
be opened out of order. Each seal will be opened only after the
previous seal was fulfilled.
41.
The First Seal is opened when the Antichrist affirms a covenant
of temple worship in Jerusalem.
42.
The First Seal is false Christs, specifically at the appearance of
the Antichrist.
43.
The Second Seal is Wars, which naturally follows the
Antichrist’s rise to power.
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44.
The Third Seal is Famine, which naturally follows global conflict.
45.
The Fourth Seal is Death, which is the culmination of the havoc
wrought by the previous three seals.
46.
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse are the first four seals of
Revelation: Antichrist, Wars, Famine, Death.
47.
Horsemen have typically been used as ancient methods of
communicating warnings to nearby towns and villages. Thus, one
after another, these Four Horsemen are warning the world of the
horrors of the next seal, which Jesus describes as the “worst time of
trouble the world has ever known.”
48.
The Fifth Seal is the Great Tribulation.
49.
The Great Tribulation should last for 3 ½ years, but is in fact cut
short, at the Father’s discretion, by the return of Jesus on the Day of
the Lord.
50.
The reason why no one knows the day or the hour of His return is
because the Lord cuts short the Great Tribulation, which was
supposed to last 3 ½ years.
51.
The elect in Matthew 24 are not Jews, but they are the remnant
church of God.
52.
The Sixth Seal is the Signs in the Sun, Moon and Stars.
53.
No one will be able to miss the rapture and the return of Jesus,
because God, in the Sixth Seal, supernaturally darkens the universe,
thereby giving the Lord Jesus, when He bursts forth in the power of
His light in the Seventh Seal, the greatest arrival spectacle of all.
54.
The Seventh Seal is the Day of the Lord.
55.
The Seventh Seal comprises the Day of the Lord and the
subsequent release of Seven Trumpet Judgments and Seven Bowl
Judgments.
56.
The Day of the Lord does not last for a 24-hour period of time,
but actually several months.
57.
The Sixth Seal of supernatural signs in the heavens separates
the Great Tribulation from the Day of the Lord.
58.
When scripture says that Christians are protected from and
escape the Lord’s wrath, it is talking about God’s wrath poured out on
the Day of the Lord.
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59.
While God promises Christians that they shall escape the wrath
of God, the Word of God also promises that we shall go through
tribulation.
60.
The wrath of God is released, not during the Great Tribulation,
but on the Day of the Lord.
61.
The scriptures never call tribulation the wrath of God.
62.
The Great Tribulation can be best summed up as Satan’s wrath
against God, His people and the world.
63.
Every time the Word speaks about the day, the day of the Lord,
the wrath, the day of His wrath, the end, the end of the age, it is always
talking about the Day of the Lord.
64.
It’s not America, it’s not Mecca; but Mystery Babylon is the city
of Jerusalem when the Antichrist rules from there.
65.
Like Rome, Jerusalem is also a city of seven hills.
66.
Every time the book of Revelation mentions that “great city,”
referring to Mystery Babylon, it is talking about Jerusalem.
67.
As Revelation calls Mystery Babylon a mother of harlots, the
books of Isaiah, Ezekiel and Jeremiah have many scriptures that call
Jerusalem a “harlot” and “whore” as well.
68.
The Jews of today are still awaiting their Messiah; the Antichrist
will come as a counterfeit messiah and will be Jewish.
69.
The Antichrist will rise as a mighty military leader in Modern
Israel.
70.
The world will be deceived by the Antichrist as this military
leader vanquishes Israel’s enemies.
71.
The Antichrist will come as a counterfeit of the real Messiah,
complete with a “death” and apparent “resurrection.”
72.
The Antichrist will control the world’s economy, maintain peace
through its military and command everyone to worship him.
73.
The office of the False Prophet is already established
prominently in the world today.
74.
The return of Jesus, the rapture and the wrath of God go
together in scripture, occurring on the Day of the Lord.
75.
Everyone living at the time of the Great Tribulation will have to
either submit to the Antichrist or flee.
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76.
The lie, or strong delusion, that 2 Thessalonians alludes to is the
lie that people will believe that the Antichrist is God or the Messiah.
77.
Jesus emphasized time and again for the church to not be
deceived. Therefore, when He says that “if it were possible the very
elect would be deceived,” He means that Satan will stop at nothing to
deceive the elect, and if there’s any open door the enemy could use to
cause deception, he will.
78.
Many of God’s people will give glory to God by giving up their
lives.
79.
Many of God’s people will give glory to God by being
miraculously protected and miraculously provided for during the
Great Tribulation.
80.
God promises to protect His people in the Philadelphia Church.
81.
God promises to allow His people in the Laodicea Church to
undergo martyrdom.
82.
Because the church as a whole has embraced the pre-trib
teaching, they’ve missed out on the scriptures that show God’s
protection of His people during the Great Tribulation.
83.
The Mark of the Beast will be a chip implanted within a person’s
hand or head that will control the way he or she spends money.
84.
Anyone taking the Mark of the Beast will be submitting his or
her soul to the Antichrist, and by extension the Devil.
85.
Those who receive the Mark of the Beast will all go into the
Lake of Fire.
86.
The Ten Kings (from Europe) who hate the Whore (Mystery
Babylon) will be used by God to bring devastation to Jerusalem just
before the Lord returns to the Mount of Olives.
87.
The 144,000 sealed by God are not saints. They are literal
physical descendants of each of the tribes of Israel (omitting Dan),
thereby allowing this remnant of Israel to be protected during the
Lord’s wrath on the Day of the Lord and to enter into the New
Millennium.
88.
The 144,000 are called the first fruits for a reason – they
become the first humans to become spiritual sons of God as an exact
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example for all other humans to emulate during the millennial reign of
Christ.
89.
During the millennial reign of Jesus Christ, there will still be
humans born that will need to overcome their flesh. They will be
taught the things of the Lord by the sons and daughters of God, who
were already glorified in the rapture of the previous age, and the
humans in Christ’s millennium will also be offered eternal life.
90.
All of the miracles you find in the Holy Scriptures showing
where God’s people were miraculously protected, preserved, fed,
healed and strengthened to do glorious works of the Lord will all be
quite evident during the Great Tribulation.
91.
Learn to hear God’s voice now, for God desires that we should
have instant answers from Him for immediate concerns.
92.
The examples that Jesus set for us in the Bible are for us today,
and remind us that He is able to multiply a few loaves and fish to feed
thousands.
93.
A Christian is bought with the price of Christ’s blood and their
lives are not their own anymore.
94.
Those who endure to the end shall be saved.
95.
The promise for Christians to pray that they may escape all these
things is not a promise of a pre-trib rapture, but a promise of
protection during the Great Tribulation.
96.
God’s people will do exploits.
97.
The only clear advice we can give to anyone living during the
Great Tribulation is for each individual to hear the voice of the Lord
for themselves for provisions, for where they need to go for
protection and what they need to do to fulfill God’s will.
98.
The love of God will be very much in evidence towards His
people throughout the time of tribulation.
99.
The two primary characteristics in man during the last days will
be fear or faith? Which will you have? Our faith will be perfected in
the last days that a fabricated escape in a pre-trib rapture could never
do.
100.
We’ve given you 99 facts. Now you add one of your own facts
here:
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We encourage the reader to go over the scriptures with these concepts in
mind and you’ll have an easier time of understanding eschatology.
Background information for the above facts can be found in my new book.

Escape the Coming Antichrist –
When the Pre-Tribulation Rapture Fails
(and it will!)

by Lou Comunale

RAVE REVIEWS
“The content in this tome by Lou Comunale is
methodically, rationally, and reasonably presented in
accordance with what the Scriptures actually state and
what they mean within their context and in conjunction
with each other.” -- Colleen
“required reading for all Christians as we near Jesus'
return” – Patricia A. Seliger
“the author has done a fantastic job of laying out the framework of end times prophecy and
making the book of Revelation plain” – Amazon customer
“From the opening pages, I knew I was reading a rare and priceless new scholarly treatment
of eschatology.
“The author explores critical areas of End Times with sound Biblical exegesis and perceptive
spiritual insight. Lou Comunale unapologetically debunks and accurately interprets and
clarifies key misunderstood concepts such as The Great Tribulation, The Day of the Lord, The
Wrath of God, the Timing of the Rapture, and God's End Times Providence for His Children.
Having studied dozens of mainstream and popular theologians on End Times Prophecy over
the past 45 years, I can say with surprise, excitement and joy that this book turned my
preconceived Pre-Tribulation Rapture view on its head. With great love and care, this
theologian imparts timely and indispensable clarity and understanding. I now know how it
unfolds and what I need to be and do to ensure the Lord's protective hand of grace through
the upcoming time of increasing calamitous trouble on earth.
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“Fear and confusion have been replaced by peace and honest expectations of what lies ahead
for those who trust and love their eternal Lord and Savior. I truly hope and pray that
multitudes upon multitudes read this book!” – Kris V. Long

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON NOW!

Escape the Coming Antichrist –
When the Pre-Tribulation Rapture Fails (and it will!)
by Lou Comunale
CLICK HERE for 3 ways to get this book:
• Personally autographed from Lou
• Discounted copy from Amazon
• Instant download, Kindle eBook
Lou Comunale began his career as a news analyst working in the news departments of well-known news
outlets, among them NBC, MSNBC, ABC, and CBS. In his private life, he was also an analyst of biblical
prophecy; when the call of God prompted him to combine the two, the foundation was laid for the
volume you now hold in your hands.
For nine years, he produced the TV program, “Power for Life with Matt Sorger.” Once that work was
over, the Lord prompted Lou to write this book because of the urgency of the hour and the need to
correct end-time doctrinal error.
Presently, Lou is editor of the News2morrow.com website as well as a producer of the Mindshift
teaching videos, the most popular episode being, “John Paul Jackson Prophecy on President Donald
Trump.” In that episode, produced in January 2016, the Lord showed Lou that Trump was going to be
president, that God was not through with America and that He had His hands upon Trump.
Lou has appeared on many radio and internet programs, bringing his fresh perspective on biblical
prophecy. Speaking engagements can be arranged by contacting Lou Comunale by clicking here
mailto:mediamantle@gmail.com?subject=Saw Your 100 Facts List
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